
Objective: I can use planning and drafting strategies to improve my writing.   

Name of Editor: ________________________________________ (will receive grade for giving feedback) 

Name of Writer: _______________________________________ (essay is being read) 

Period _______ 

Directions: Complete the checklist to show what is true for the paper you edit. Write notes and comments directly onto the 

essay. Be clear and specific. Be sensitive about giving appropriate amount and type of feedback. 

MLA  
(& Essay 

Structure) 

I can use MLA format and correct conventions for multi-paragraph writing assignments. 

 

For MLA, if you see errors in spelling, capitalization, or punctuation, mark them as you read to help your partner 

identify and fix them before they turn the paper in.  
 

Essay demonstrates proficiency with essay structure including: 
 an introduction 
 3 body paragraphs 

 a conclusion 
Each body paragraph starts with a baby thesis where the point of each paragraph is clearly stated - the reader knows 

which story element will be analyzed in the 1st sentence: 

 Body Paragraph 1 
 Body paragraph 2 

 Body Paragraph 3 
Essay is typed and follows MLA standards including:  

 12-point Times New Roman font 
 Double Spaced 

 Heading, title, and page numbers (upper right) 
Essay has only minor errors in conventions (spelling, punctuation, grammar)  FIX ANY KNOWN ERRORS! 

 

CITE I can cite evidence from Sci-Fi & Fantasy text. 

 
Two pieces of evidence cited with page number in: 

 Body paragraph #1 

 Body paragraph #2 

 Body paragraph #3 

      Evidence connects to the theme (thesis) and is well chosen: 

 Body paragraph #1 

 Body paragraph #2 

 Body paragraph #3 

 

ANLY  I can analyze literary elements and/or genre elements and structure (character development and introduction, 

setting, when to start and end) to develop claims/interpretations of myths/folklore, and related texts. 
 

Theme is clearly stated.  The theme is: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

Essay analyzes at three story elements to support the theme.  List them here: 

1. __________________________________________________________________  

2. __________________________________________________________________  

3. __________________________________________________________________  

 

Directions: When finished, staple this to the essay and give it back to your partner. Use the feedback to make improvements in 

your essay.  Turn this in after you finish your final draft. 

PLAN 

 


